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About This Game

Tight controls and a smooth learning curve will have you knocking it out of the park in no time in this awesome arcade baseball
simulator. Polygon’s 2014 Sports Game of the Year.

Features:

Realistic Simulation and Physics: Don’t be fooled by the light-hearted/comical presentation; the fundamentals of
baseball are well represented and if someone isn’t familiar with the rules, they will be after playing Super Mega Baseball.

Groundbreaking Difficulty System: Super Mega Baseball boasts an innovative difficulty control scheme called the
Ego system. The Ego system offers a fine-grained control of difficulty on a per-user basis, which has been widely
praised for leveling the playing field in cooperative and competitive modes. This system will push seasoned gamers to
their limits while simultaneously providing a gentle introduction for beginners.

Up-to Four Player Local Co-op Play: In addition to solo play, players can try their hand at head-to-head, 2v1, 2v2 and
co-op against the CPU. In co-op mode, teammates alternate batting/running each time at-bat, and alternate
pitching/fielding each inning, meaning ballplayers need to be on their toes every play. To even games, players can use
the Ego system to set up a competitive game between friends of any skill level.

Ultra Responsive and Blazing Fast Gameplay: Controls are easy to learn, but players will need to master jumping,
diving, wall-catches, power-swings and cut-off plays to properly dominate friends. Short load times and a streamlined
interface means most of the time is spent in the action, with nine-inning games taking around 20 minutes to play.
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Full Batting and Pitching Statistics: Most baseball statistics imaginable are available and ballplayers can use these to
show off their MVP-quality skills.

Leveling System: Players tally up Starpoints for hits, strikeouts and catches during each game and Level Up once they
collect enough points. Players can hire staff to train and coach their squad, improving skill attributes such as Power and
Speed. Use that jacked up team to win at higher difficulties (and post higher leaderboard scores than friends)!

Player Customization: Customize the look and names of a team’s players to create a ragtag crew of family and friends.
Make as many aesthetic adjustments as you can imagine!
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Title: Super Mega Baseball: Extra Innings
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Publisher:
Metalhead Software Inc.
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Bad game. Not worth any money.. First of all, I got this game on sale. If I had paid full retail price, I wouldn't have
recommended this game. However, I do recommend this game at $5 or even $10. Each mini-game runs smoothly without any
errors. There are power-ups and bonuses that enhance and add variety as you progress (along with added difficulty) and, of
course, there are leaderboards. The main benefit is that you will get a workout (for those who hate to exercise otherwise). Not
all 3 mini-games are of equal value however. Also, if you have a friend, you can PvP (you probably won't find a game otherwise
but add me as friend if you want to PvP).
 Here's my review broken up:

1) Bowshot 9\/10. This is the real gem from the "arcade saga." A lot of fun. Very fast action, you have to move around to avoid
shots and quickly shoot back and\/or powerup your shots. 360 degree moving targets, shooting at you so you have to keep
moving, you get the idea, very challening and unlike some reviewer said, the LAB bow mini-game is NOT more fun LOL. I
don't know any other bow game that is this fast paced and makes you move around as much as this with enemies everywhere.
There's prettier graphics on other shooting games, but not one that will make you move as fast and shoot as fast as this.

2) Smash 7\/10. Very fun, you get a nice workout. Reminds me of Ripcoil (Oculus) or Holoball. The graphics aren't as good as
Ripcoil, but it has more variety in the gameplay. I like the small hallway, as it means you can focus more on small movements to
return serve. So it's more about strategy and timing than moving physically fast.

3) Fracture 4\/10. Very much like Boom Ball Kinect (almost exactly the same) or RacketNX (RacketNX is way more fun). It's
hard to control the swing of the bat to make the ball go where you want. Very frustrating. Just not too exciting even if it was
easier to aim. You move the least in this game as you mostly just swing (you can summon the ball close to you to hit it)

So 2 of the 3 games are fun and even the last one is not bad for a change-up. Definitely buy on a deep sale.. Poorly designed,
poorly programmed, far too hard to beat, obviously rushed to market without cooking it at all just for some quick cash!

AVOID LIKE THE PLAGUE!

If you want a GOOD isometric puzzle game you should play the MegaMan Battle Network or Boktai games instead. and far
BETTER for puzzles are Ittle Dew 1 & 2 here on steam!. i love the horn on this DRGW SD50, i've operated the SD50 on an
intermodal train for CSX, im operating a DRGW inspection train on the BNSF racetrack.. This game is like a simplified
version of Dungeons of Dredmor but without the humor. It feels more like a glorified flash game. That said, I am still
enjoying it for what it is. If your in the mood for something light, give this a try.. The game would lag so much and the
controls was so sensitive that you couldn't even pass the tutorial. I thought it would be an amazing game to play based on the
positive reviews, but I was disappointed and I would not waste my time with this game.. Really fun game, try the demo if
you're not sure. Well... Compared to the first one, it's better in the sense it actually does use a normal 9 x 9 Sudoku Grid, and
that can make it quite challenging. I said "can" as halfway through my first puzzle I realized the developers did probably no
testing on this game before releasing it, and the preset placement of fruits was off and therefore impossible to solve.
Something like that not happening in Sudoku is pretty crucial, so for that I would not recommend it.... I actually liked this
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more than the original Half-Life
it is a lot shorter
totally recommend :D. The military system is sucked, far worse than CIII. The nearest legion will dispatch to get easily killed
by the enermy troop and you can't control anything. At the end of every battle, there were glitches which are very annoying.

The residence will ask for city wall despite how many wall and tower were built.

The game rationale is odd. Some city of begining tier are much more dificult than the latter.

Limitation of trading (esp. export) make the game lose its charm.

Visual was drastically improved with error in zooming in and out.
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The amount of content in this game is very minimal, 5 stages. If you don't encounter any bugs, it'll take you 20-30 minutes to
breeze through it. Unfortunately for me, every single level I found a bug that made me restart the level. The hit boxes are a joke
too..I mean it was kinda fun but it definitely isn't anything special...or even good. The only reason to get the game is the
achievments. Super easy to beat the game through a little trial and error. For $1.99 you can't complain either. If you're just
curious though, maybe just look up a video on youtube instead of paying the price.. Good concept. Limited build structures but
fun game. game bad couldnt remove the letter at the start. A solid escape the room game. Single room escape with an interesting
sub-story you find as you pick up some of the objects.. Oh boy, how do I say this... calling this game bad would be an
understatement. When you hear of Flash games, your expectation is probably above what this game delivers.

Gameplay: It's standard point and click fare. You find items, use them on the scene, sometimes combine things together. Most
of the game involves opening locked doors, with half of them having the key somewhere in the room. Not really any puzzles to
speak of. The biggest problem here is there's pretty much no guidance on what you're supposed to be looking for, and when you
have the item, unless it's something to open a door, what you're supposed to do with them. The only text that appears in the
game is a page you find at the beginning, and it's something Google Translated that makes no sense at all. By the end of the
game, you pretty much just have to combine everything with everything else and place them on a table, without knowing why
you have to do any of it.

Graphics: Awful. Mostly because it's a mobile port and the backdrops are all 960x540. Everything is super pixelated if you try
to maximize the window.

Sound: one single background loop, over and over again, and a few sound effects, nothing notable.

Was it worth a dollar? No. There are other Flash room escape games that are magnitudes better than this game. Even writing a
review for this is giving it too much credit.
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